1. Introduction

An indicator verification issue regarding its compliance with an optimization criterion is important from the practical point of view. The optimization criterion should ensure the coordination of the owner's (super-system) goal with the results of the executive system procedural activity. Only then the control processes can be completely automated. And this is possible only if the choice of the optimization criterion is systematically substantiated.

A feature of the verification method [1] is the technology, based on the exclusion of the estimated indicator from the set of the tested ones if the results of rating estimation of the models of operations, where the verified indicator was applied, don't correspond to the rating estimates, received by using local efficiency criteria.

The indicators, that provide rating efficiency evaluation of compared operations within a certain class of reference models of operations, have been defined as the local efficiency criteria.

The verification method development is carried out in a number of directions:

- limitation of the set of verified indicators by specification of the set of formal signs of estimated indicators [2];
- expansion of the method on a class of indicators that provide an assessment of operations with the distributed parameters [2] and classes of models of reference operations.

It is obvious that the reliability of the verification method is increased at the expansion of the number of classes of operations reference models. At the same time, the expansion of the classes demands the idea development about the used cybernetic model and specification of the models of local efficiency criteria.

Thus, the extension of the classes of reference models of identified operations is an important scientific and practical task.
and economic indicators, which developers associate with the indicator intended for use as an optimization criterion, are developed.

The technical indicators may include criteria that use the object technical parameters as a reference point for decision-making in choosing the most advantageous control.

Thus, in the work [3], an attempt to use the “critical load” value as an optimization criterion has been made. In the development [4], the authors plan to solve the issue of the operational process efficiency assessment with the use of an indicator “reliability”; in [5] – by means of such indicator as “filling criterion”. In [6], an optimization attempt is carried out by applying the indicator that defines an “energy of selection error”, and in the work [7], for the optimization problem solution, the value of minimum deviation from the predetermined trajectory is used.

Despite the fact that the technological operation change in time leads to energy product cost change and to the equipment wear, the criterion “productivity” continues to be used in optimization problems [8].

Recently, the number of works aimed at the power efficiency issue development [9] has considerably increased.

Traditionally, there are a lot of researches, in which the optimization process is associated with cost minimization [10]. At the same time, the equipment wear [11] as the output product cost reduction function from control, is considered extremely seldom.

The second class of indicators, which are offered to be optimization criteria is based on the use of mixed estimates, received as a result of scaling of important basic indicators [12].

In the research [13], the generalized criterion that is formed by the results of processing the extremum values of integrated indicators and defined by the authors as an “efficiency criterion” is used. At the same time, the accuracy assessment of the developed indicator as the efficiency criterion hasn’t been proven in the work.

Consequently, the estimated criteria have the most various internal structures that don’t display the cybernetics of the studied process [14].

On the other hand, the works within the “operations research” are more directed to the illustration of the identification possibility of classical operational models with the use of various mathematical methods [15]. At the same time, the issue about the development of the adequate cybernetic concepts, the operational models and methods of their identification remains open.

For example, the mathematical modeling language Marked Petri Net is more developed by mathematicians for logical tasks solution. Thus, Petri nets are used in the work [16] to model dynamic discrete systems. However, this device is not used by cybernetists to solve optimal control problems, in particular as a tool for identifying system operations.

3. The purpose and problems of the research

The purpose of the work is the development of the verification method of estimated indicators that can potentially be used as a global optimization criterion.

For the research goal achievement, the following problems have been solved:

- definition of the rules for the operational process equivalent converting;

- definition of an additional class of global models of simple operations that have been chosen from subclasses with pre-defined rating efficiency.

4. Development of the verification method of the estimated indicator intended for use as optimization criterion

In the work [1], it is established that the simple operation cybernetic model (SOCM) can always be presented in the form of the triple (RE, TO, PE). Here RE is the integral expert evaluation of operation input products, TO is the operation time, PE is the integral expert evaluation of operation output products.

Also, the simple operation cybernetic model can be represented in the form of marked Petri net (MPN) fragment (Fig. 1).

If the quantitative parameter of the transition \( T_1 \) is connected with the moment of the beginning of the operation model \( (T_1=t_1) \), and the quantitative \( T_2 \) parameter is connected with the operation model end moment \( (T_2=t_2) \), then the operation time is \( TO=t_2-t_1 \).

As a cybernetic task, when performing a technological operation, is the increase of value of the operation output products in relation to the value of operation input products, the transition \( P \) represents the model of the marker transformation system mechanism (k).

This means that the cybernetic mechanism k converts the input marker with the quantitative parameter RE into the output marker with the quantitative parameter PE=k.RE. So, if RE=2 units, k=1.5, then PE=3 units.

In the work [2], it is established that among the \( Q \) set of estimated indicators, the internal structure of which corresponds to the functional \( f \) (RE, TO, PE), there is a certain indicator X that is the E sample of the set Q displaying the resource efficiency of the simple operation model \( X @ Q \longmapsto E \).

The essence of the E indicator identification method consists in the fact that in case of imposing certain limitations on the parameters of cybernetic models of simple operations, it is possible to create classes of models of simple operations (\( K_1, K_2, K_3, ..., K_j \)). In this case, each simple operation cybernetic model within a certain class can be identified with respect to its rating efficiency.

For a possibility of such identification, for each operation class or subclass, the indicator that can be used as a local efficiency criterion (LEC) has been defined.

Due to the identification of SOCM by using certain LEC, the verification possibility of an indicator of the Q class on the SOCM set of the corresponding class appears. At the same time, the indicator value allows ranging models of operations concerning the rating of their efficiency. However, the identification of operations by LEC doesn’t give the answer to the question of how much SOCM with a higher rating is more effective than SOCM with a lower rating.
Let’s determine the objects of MPN (Fig. 2) as SOCM of the subclass A of the class K1 by the three (RE, TO, PE, \(PE_A=k_A\cdot RE_A\)) (\(k_A>1\)). Then, SOCM of the subclass B of the class K1 can be determined through the SOCM parameters of the A subclass (RE\(_A\), TO\(_A\), PE\(_A\)=k\(_A\) RE\(_A\)) (\(k_A>1\)).

For an operational process based on the operations of the subclass A, the \(AE_{(A1,2)}=(PE_{A1}−RE_{A1})+(PE_{A2}−RE_{A2})=RE_{A1}(k_A−1)+RE_{A1}(k^2−k)−RE_{A1}(k_{A1}−1)\).

As the ratio of \(RE_{A1}/RE_{A1}=(RE_{A1}−RE_{A1})=2\cdot(RE_{A1}−RE_{A1})=2\cdot(RE_{A1}(k_A−1))\), the operation A is more effective than the operation B (Fig. 2).

Creation of operation model classes that have been identified by local efficiency criteria (LEC) provides the verification possibility of the estimated indicator, which can potentially be used as the optimization criterion. Such verification allows defining the consistency of processing results of the identified operation data triple with the estimated indicator use, in relation to the results of the operation rating assessment with the LEC use.

So, the indicator
\[
EL = \frac{(PE−RE)^2}{PE \cdot RE \cdot TO} \text{ [17].}
\]
in relation to the operations A and B (Fig. 2), gives the following estimates: \(EL_A=0.00222\); \(EL_B=0.002273\).

The rating assessment of the A and B operations, received with the use of EL indicator, doesn’t contradict the rating assessment with the use of LEC.

The proposed verification method with identified SOCM classes is based on the exclusion of the indicators in the case of conflicting estimates. Therefore, the more classes of the identified SOCM with the use of LEC, the more reliable the verification results.

Estimation consistency, at the same time, is a necessary but not sufficient condition for final decision-making.

Reliability of the verification process could be increased significantly if there was a possibility of creation of the equally effective models of operations, which belong to different subclasses.

For example, if the MPN model (Fig. 3, a) is adequate, then it is possible to state a hypothesis concerning the fact that models of the operations A and B, which have \(k_A=k_B\), are equally effective.

This follows from the fact that the operational process based on the operations of the A subclass of the K2 class at the t3 time, leads to the equal result (Fig. 4).

On the other hand, the EL indicator, which still was verified for consistency [1], has shown that the operation B (\(EL_B=0.002278\)) is more effective than the operation A (\(EL_A=0.002273\)).

Therefore, if the MPN model is correct, then:
- the EL indicator isn’t an efficiency indicator;
- the A and B operation models can be used as a standard for equally effective operations.

If the MPN model isn’t correct and the operation B is more effective than the operation A, then:
- using the proof of inadequacy of models of the A and B operations, it is possible to develop a constructing method of a new class of models with the predetermined identification;

Fig. 2. An example of defining the class K1 of models of simple operation: a – A subclass model; b – B subclass model

At the same time, if the MPN cybernetic model (Fig. 3) is adequate, i.e. it is possible to accept that \(RE_{A2}=PE_{A1}, PE_{A2}=k_A \cdot RE_{A1}\), then for comparison of the operations A and B it is possible to apply the results of LEC comparison of type \(AE_{(A1,2)}=k^2_{A1}\) and \(AE_{(B)}=k_B\). If \(AE_{(A1,2)}>AE_{(B)}\), the operation A is more effective and vice versa.

For example, if the MPN model (Fig. 3, a) is adequate, then it is possible to state a hypothesis concerning the fact that models of the operations A and B, which have \(k_A^2=k_B\), are equally effective.

This follows from the fact that the operational process based on the operations of the A subclass of the K2 class at the t3 time, leads to the equal result (Fig. 4).
the EL indicator has shown consistent estimation results of the new class of identified operations;

- it is necessary to redefine (to specify) the \( AE_{(A_1, A_2)} \) and \( AE_{(b)} \) private criteria determination model for adequate assessment of the operation subclasses of the class \( K_1 \).

Like any other mathematical model, MPN displays objects and processes of the real world simply. At the same time, the MPN, developed for the solution of problems of one class without a certain complication and specification can't be used for solving the problems of another class. Respectively, without the development of a conceptual framework and marker transformation model classes, the MPN can't complexly solve problems in the theory of optimal control.

For example, modeling of control processes, in fact, is based on a number of postulates:

**P. 1.** The start moment of any operation, as well as its finish moment, can be defined.

**P. 2.** Each position defines the logic of the converting process simple mechanism.

**Corollary of P. 2.** All MPN models of operations are models of simple operations, but not of operations with the distributed parameters.

**P. 3.** Movement of markers (products) between operations takes zero time.

**P. 4.** The marker movement process doesn't demand resources.

Limitations, formulated in the form of postulates, make it possible to significantly simplify the solutions of problems of a certain class. However, the need of the system task solution demands interaction of models, each of which solves the problem of its own class.

So, the principle of marker transformation

\[ PE = k \cdot RE, \]

in fact, is axiomatic when determining the process cybernetics.

**Axiom 1.** Any operation is carried out for the purpose of increasing the value of output products in relation to the value of input products.

The second rule, imposing a restriction on the principles of display of arches as elements of the cybernetic PN, is their interrelation with the operation time.

Such interrelation externally can be shown differently, but its need is also caused by the cybernetics features of real processes.

Let's assume that operations of different duration provide the input marker formation (product weighing 2 units) in the output marker (product weighing 4 units). From a position of the cybernetic approach, such SOCM are different. This is connected with the fact that the efficiency of the operational processes based on such operations is also different.

**P. 5.** For correct display of the cybernetics of the modeled processes, the transitions of MPN have to be identified relative to each other taking into account the time factor.

The identifier of transition can either display a binding to a certain timepoint, or the temporary sequence of transitions in relation to the beginning moment of the operational process.

The model in the form of MPN (Fig. 3) visually displays the fact that the operational \( P_3 \) process consists of two operations (Fig. 3, a). The operational process \( (A_1, A_2) \) has the same duration in time, as well as the operation \( B \) (Fig. 3, b).

However, the operational process \( (A_1, A_2) \) includes the hidden transfer operation of the \( A_1 \) operation output product on the input of the \( A_2 \) operation. Therefore, the creation of a cybernetic model with the use of the classical idea of MPN model restrictions can't be used when the process cybernetics are investigated.

In this case, a part of the value of an output product of the operation \( A_1 \) will be used for the realization of the product transfer from \( A_1 \) to \( A_2 \).

This fact can be displayed, for example, in the form of transition losses (Fig. 5).

**Axiom 2.** The movement of markers (products) between operations is defined as a transformation of the state of the marker at the time of transfer (Fig. 5).
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can be converted into the operational process

\[ P(B_1, B_2) \rightarrow [\{RE_{B_1}, TO_{B_1}, PE_{B_1} \wedge RE_{B_1} = RE_A \wedge TO_{B_1} = (TO_A / 2) \wedge PE_{B_1} = \sqrt{k_B \cdot RE_{B_1}}\} \wedge \{RE_{B_2}, TO_{B_2}, PE_{B_2} \wedge RE_{B_2} = (\sqrt{k_B RE_{B_2}} - XE) \wedge TO_{B_2} = (TO_A / 2) \wedge PE_{B_2} = \sqrt{k_B \cdot RE_{B_2}}\}] \]

and vice versa.

Let's state a hypothesis concerning the fact that if the system mechanism of the operational process P₁ displays the marker converting process cybernetics in the following form:

\[ PE = k \cdot RE, \]

and the system mechanism of the operational process P₂ displays the cybernetics of the marker converting process PE = k² · RE, then the operation model of the type (Fig. 3, a) is less effective than the operation models of the type (Fig. 3, b).

**Theorem 1.** Let XE be the losses of overcoming the marker transition T₂. Then any operation in the form of:

\[ A \rightarrow \{RE_A, TO_A, PE_A = k \cdot RE_A\} \]

is less effective in relation to the type of:

\[ B \rightarrow \{RE_B = RE_A, TO_A = 2 \cdot TO_A, PE_A = k^2 \cdot RE_B\}. \]

**Proof.** As a result of the marker transformation at the output of the operation A₁, the cybernetic product is formed as follows:

\[ PE_{A_1} = k \cdot RE_{A_1}. \]

As a result of the loss of the marker transition, at the input of the operation A₂, the conversion process will look like:

\[ PE_{A_2} = k \cdot (k \cdot RE_{A_1} - XE). \]

On the other hand, as

\[ RE_A = RE_B, \quad k_B = k_A^2, \]

at the output of the operation B₁ at the time t₃, the cybernetic product is formed:

\[ PE_B = k_B \cdot RE_B = k_A \cdot RE_{A_1}. \]

Because:

\[ PE_{B_1}(t_3) - PE_{A_2}(t_3) = k_A^2 \cdot RE_{A_1} - k_A (k_A \cdot RE_A - XE) = k_A \cdot XE, \]

the operation B is more effective than the operation A.

**Theorem 1 is proved.**

Consequently, the A and B models of operations cannot be used as standards for equally effective operations of different classes.

On the other hand, the fact that the operations of A and B subclasses when using a certain technology of their design are not equally efficient allows the creation of a new class of SOCM. Operation subclasses of this class don’t demand a definition of LEC for identification of their rating efficiency. That is, the rating identification of their efficiency is predetermined.

Let’s consider a class formation method of the operation models, which are previously identified concerning their rating efficiency in terms of the MPN:

1. The initial marker value of investments of the modeled operations RE₁=RE₉ is defined in a random way;
2. Within the restrictions F > k > 1, the coefficient of marker transformation, where F is the external environment restrictions, is defined;
3. Within Tₘᵢₙ > Tₒᵢ₇ > Tₘₐₓ, the operation duration with a smaller value of the rating efficiency identifier is defined;
4. From the expression PEₙ₋₁ = k·REₙ, the operation output marker value with a smaller rating efficiency identifier value is defined;
5. The operation duration with a larger rating efficiency identifier value TOᵢ₋₁ ≥ 2TOᵢ is defined.

The development of the idea about the cybernetics of the developing operational process shows that the expression of the local criterion of AE requires specification.

So, to state a judgment about the relative efficiency of the A₁ and B operations (Fig. 3) with the use of the direct method, it is necessary to consider the loss of the marker weight on the step of marker transition passing. Of course, the marker transition passing rule change is necessary only for those MPN models, which describe the cybernetics of the converting process.

If we assume that the original efficiency indicator (E) is determined, the value of the marker transition loss can be determined from the operation balance equation of different subclasses of the following form:

\[ E_A(\{RE_A, TO_A, [k \cdot RE_A + XE]\}) = \]

\[ = E_B(\{RE_A, TO_B = 2 \cdot TO_A, [k^2 \cdot RE_A]\}), \]

having solved it relatively XE or with the use of numerical methods.

For the verified indicator, the value XE determines not the value of marker transition losses, but the value of a restriction on the comparison possibility of operations of different duration.

The expression of balance with the EL indicator use will have an appearance:

\[ \frac{(k \cdot RE - RE + XE)^2}{(k \cdot RE + XE) \cdot RE} = \frac{(k^2 - 1)^2}{2 \cdot k^2}. \]

From (3) we cannot obtain an explicit expression for XE. But

\[ XE = f(RE, k). \]

The fact that the time factor doesn’t influence the XE value is explainable as, according to the comparison condition of the A and B operations, the transition time (Tₚ) is equal to a difference of operational processes:
The conduct researches allow defining an indispensable condition, which needs to be considered at the realization of the verification method of the class of estimated indicators, within which the identification of the original efficiency indicator or optimization criterion is carried out.

So, for example, the comparison of the A and B models of operations, in which \( \text{RE}_A=\text{RE}_B \) and \( 2\text{TO}_A=\text{TO}_B \), with the direct comparison methods use is possible only if the value of transition losses of the operation with the smaller duration is considered.

In the work [1], the \( \text{AE} \) absolute predictive assessment measure of operational processes has been developed. It defines the rating efficiency value of the \( A \) and \( D \) operations, where

\[
\text{RE}_A=\text{RE}_D \quad \text{TO}_D=2\text{TO}_A,
\]

with the use of private criteria

\[
\text{AE}_S=k^2\text{RE}_S \quad \text{and} \quad \text{AE}_L=k^*\text{RE}_L.
\]

Here \( \text{AE}_S \) and \( \text{AE}_L \) are local assessment criteria for operations of multiple duration. At the same time, the \( \text{AE}_S \) criterion estimates the operations (S) of a smaller duration, and the \( \text{AE}_L \) criterion estimates operations (L) of a bigger duration.

For the model taking into account interoperational losses, the expression for \( \text{AE}_S \) and \( \text{AE}_L \) will have the appearance:

\[
\text{AE}_S=k^2\text{RE} - k^*\text{XE}, \quad \text{AE}_L=k^*\text{RE}_L.
\]

The results of the indicator EL verification on operations models (Fig. 2) are given in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Operation &amp; ( \text{RE} ) &amp; ( \text{TO} ) &amp; ( \text{PE} ) &amp; ( k ) &amp; ( \text{AE} ) &amp; ( \text{EL} ) &amp; ( \text{XE} ) &amp; ( \text{AE}^* )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( A_1 ) &amp; 3 &amp; 2 &amp; 3.5 &amp; 1.1 &amp; 3.63 &amp; 0.00227 &amp; 0.0005 &amp; 3.629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( B ) &amp; 3 &amp; 4 &amp; 3.6 &amp; 1.2 &amp; 3.6 &amp; 0.00208 &amp; 0 &amp; 3.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The researches have shown that the \( \text{AE}_S \) criterion model specification hasn’t changed the rating of estimated operations, therefore, the \( \text{EL} \) estimated indicator has been verified on this class of operations.

5. Research results connected with the verification of the estimated indicators

As a result of the conducted researches, it has been established that the mathematical model, which displays the cybernetics of the operational process has to consider the losses of interoperational interaction.

Creation of the specified model has allowed expanding a set of classes of the identified operation models concerning their rating efficiency. Moreover, the method of creating a new class of operation models provides their predetermined identification. That is, this method doesn’t demand determination of private efficiency criteria.

Also, the creation of the specified model has allowed developing the rule of equivalent transformation of equally efficient operational processes.

The data on changes in the interoperational transition losses, depending on the Petri net marker conversion strengthening coefficient value has been received. As an efficiency indicator, the evaluation indicator was used, which had undergone all stages of verification for the possibility of using it as an optimization criterion.

The amendment to the formulas of local criteria, which estimate the rating efficiency of the operations that have different duration has been introduced.

6. Discussion of the research results connected with the development of the verification method of estimated indicators

As shown by the results received in the work, it wasn’t succeeded to create reference models of the equally efficient operations belonging to different classes within this research. That is, it was failed to create the equally efficient operation reference models. Their successful assessment would allow indicating immediately that the verified estimated indicator is an original efficiency indicator.

Therefore, the received results expand the possibilities of the verification method of estimated indicators based on applying indirect signs.

Nevertheless, the cybernetics research of synchronized operational processes with the use of the expanded device MPN, on the one hand, has shown that the rule of creation of network models depends on a type of the studied process. And this, in turn, has allowed developing the rule of converting the MPN fragments into the equivalent structures.

Also, depending on whether the physics and cybernetics of the converting process or control processes are investigated, the type of the MPN model will change.

Definition of the rules of equivalent transformation of processes with the use of operations of different classes opens the prospects of creation of new methods of structural optimization of models in the form of MPN.

Besides, the possibility of representation of processes of different classes in the form of MPN opens the prospects of complete description of the models of operated systems as cybernetic objects of interactive interaction.
7. Conclusions

1. Rules of the equivalent operational process converting in the form of MPN of one class into the model of the operational process in the form of MPN of another class, which considers the cybernetics of the converting process have been defined.

The possibility of the expression specification for determination of the efficiency rating of operations of different duration is an important consequence of definition of transformation rules of operational process models.

The definition method of a restriction on the possibility of rating estimation of operation models with different duration has been developed.

2. The conducted researches have allowed developing the rules of creation of the class of simple global operation models, the identification of which doesn’t require determination of private efficiency criteria.

The verification method of estimated indicators, which can potentially be used as the optimization criterion, has been developed. The task is solved by definition of the class of simple global models of operations of different subclasses with the predetermined rating efficiency.

Expansion of the set of identified classes of reference models of simple operations allows increasing significantly the reliability of the verification method of estimated indicators, which can potentially be used as the optimization criterion.

At the same time, the positive effect of the expansion of the opportunities of the verification method has been shown not so much in the increased probability of excluding the inadequate estimated indicator, but in the introduction of a restriction on the creation rules of classes of reference models of operations. Introduction of such a restriction prevents the possibility of excluding the adequate estimated indicator from consideration.
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